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PILOT PROJECT PROPOSAL 

 

Pollinator Belt – BRA Ellemere Botanical Resources Australia 

 

Prepared by Ali Dugand Field Officer / Agronomist 

for Aiden Porter Farm Manager BRA Ellemere 

 

BACKGROUND:  

There are many small waterways feeding into farm dams in Tasmania and these are often along 

drainage lines to capture runoff.  These drainage lines that enter and exit the dams are often 

saturated soils, and/or easily eroded during a storm event.  Furthermore, the drainage lines may be 

unable to support machinery during cultivation resulting in degradation of the top soil and crop-

failure. 

Alternatively, by creating natural vegetation buffers along the drainage lines above and below dams, 

and fence lines traditionally burdened with weeds, that will provide habitat and nutrients for 

beneficial insects and birds, in addition provide a range of ancillary benefits to the farm. 

Many flowers have ultraviolet patterns on their petals, bees and birds can see these patterns. Bees 

in particular use them as visual guides – like a map painted on the flower – directing them to the 

flower’s store of nectar. Some flowers that appear non-descript to humans have strong ultraviolet 

patterns. Species selection for this project will consider these aspects (Ref attachment A). 

 

 

Figure 1: Manuka Leptospermun scoparium or Common teatree an attractant to honey bees and a 

preferred species of the Apiary Industry 
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Figure 2: BRA Ellemere Farm Pollinator restoration, domestic wood lot sites (in progress) 

 

OBJECTIVES:  

The primary aim is: 

1. To improve crop yield by providing habitat and nutrients for valuable pollinator insects and 

birds,  

2. To reduce impact form weeds, 

Secondary aims are: 

3. To reduce erosion, uptake excess water, create a natural shelter belt for stock, and support 

integrated pest management,  

4. To improve the water quality of the dam by filtering nutrients, reduce water temperature, 

reduce topsoil deposition and provide timber for domestic use.  

 

 

Wood lot 

Wood lot 
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DESCRIPTION  

The design is simply to create a natural buffer of approximately 5m (3 paces) from the high water 

mark (must be fenced off from stock where stock are part of the farming regime). Secondly, create a 

natural pollinator belt along abandoned fence lines of approximately 2m width (traditionally 

impacted by weeds) with selection of species height less than 3m. The only exception is not to plant 

trees on spillways, dam walls or within 5m of dam walls to prevent leakage from penetrating roots.  

 

Figure 3: Bonneys Rd South proposed Pollinator Belt site  

 

PROPOSED ACTIONS AND METHODS 

Develop a pilot project whereby the proposed design fits within a whole farm plan to ensure 

adequate means are budgeted for that includes funding for product and capacity of human resource 

availability to implement it.  

TIMING OF ACTIVITY 

Site preparation can commence in Autumn that includes targeted weed management of priority 

invasive species to include an diverse multi -faceted system whereby utilising fire, follow up 

herbicide, mulching, fencing if required, ripping, of which part of or a combination of all will then 

provide for optimum results. 

Planting is preferable in Winter, though can be extended to Spring and some watering may be 

required during the first Summer, depending on the region and weather patterns at the time. 
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Figure 4: Proposed Pollinator Belt site (800m x 2m), could extend to buffer domestic area 

ESTIMATED COSTS 

The average smaller dam or waterway (approx. 0.5 ha planting area) may require a mix of rushes 

and sedges, and mid-storey species at a rate of 1,000 stems per ha, half of which may require guards 

if wildlife are in higher numbers. Alternatively, a purpose designed pollinator belt should consist of a 

mix of 10 native species with diverse flowering times and at maturity no taller than 3m in height, 

planted at a similar density dominated by shrubs. An optional addition, a heavy duty trough where 

stock no longer have access and first year watering if a dry season. 

Project Component Upfront costs 
($) 

Maintenance 
costs 

($/annum) 

Total project 
cost 

External 
Contribution  

Fencing (per $100 m) $300 - N/A  
Plants (2,000 stems) $4,000 - $4,000 $4,000 

Tree guards $4,000  N/A  
Water trough & pipe $500  N/A  

First year watering (est time)  $300 $300  

Labour (est $30/hour, 
approx. 150 hours) for 
planting 

$4,500  
$4,500 

 

Labour (est $30/hour, 
approx. 10 hours) weed 
management 

$300 $150 
$450 

 

Total   $9,250 $4,000 
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KEY BENEFITS 

 Improved crop yield, and make better use of areas generally not available for cultivation 

 Promote the concept through showcasing results to neighbouring farmers  
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Prepared by Ali Dugand – Field Officer Agronomist at Botanical Resources Australia 

For Aiden Porter – Farm Manager (Ellemere – West Pine) Botanical Resources Australia 

44-46 Industrial Drive, Ulverstone, Tasmania, 7315 (PO Box 3251) 

Ph: 03 6425 5888 Mob: 0427 674 024 

E: adugand@pyrethrum.com.au 

 

ATTACHMENT:  

A: BeeBelt Plant Species List_Pollination_AD2015 

B: Fact Sheet – Planning and Aftercare for Rehabilitation Projects_AD2015 

C: Herbicide Guidelines_FINAL2012_AD2015 

D: Blackberry Control DPIPWE_AD2015 

E: Herbicides for Blackberry Control pt 2_AD2015 
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